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By Barbi Schulick

Epigraph Publishing, 2014. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book *****
Print on Demand *****.Ethel, a Jewish 70+ no-nonsense New Yorker, becomes concerned with her
daughter Debra s incessant focus on the spiritual quest and a Sanskrit-dubbed Western teacher.
One day Ethel gets into her Volvo and heads to the ashram in the Catskill Mountains. Convinced she
ll uncover evidence for her worries, she instead finds herself reluctantly charmed by Anandaji s
earthy manner and intrigued by his Zen-flavored teachings. Ethel s story takes place over five days
and mirrors our own as she plays tug-of-war with the steady pull of truth. She never abandons her
prudent skepticism and trademark humor, and through her innocent investigations we come to
suspect that the most sublime truths may run parallel to our innate common sense. Backdrop to
this theme is a deepening of acceptance between mother and daughter who in turn become each
other s gurus. Beautifully written, sparkling and astute observations on the introduction of
meditative culture to our world. Barbi Schulick is a wonderful storyteller, her marvelous sense of
humor enables us to have some good laughs and at the very same time grow in wisdom. A truly...
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ReviewsReviews

The publication is fantastic and great. It really is basic but shocks from the 50 percent from the ebook. Its been written in an remarkably easy way in fact it
is only soon after i finished reading this ebook in which really changed me, alter the way in my opinion.
-- Jayme Kuhlman-- Jayme Kuhlman

Very helpful for all type of individuals. It is amongst the most incredible ebook i have got study. I am just very easily could get a satisfaction of reading a
composed publication.
-- Mikayla Romaguera-- Mikayla Romaguera
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